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SHOWCASE SUSTAINABLE 



The structure consist of a rigid metal mesh (1300x2000mm) used as a surface for hanging the sheets A0. 

At the first wire mesh is attached a second, held in tension by two folds (extensions of the first wire mesh) 1m high. 

The wire mesh flexed has the function of: 

- stabilize the structure, extending the supporting surface; 

- supporting the spotlights (with clamps) directed towards the sheets; 

- supporting weights that make the structure more anchored to the ground. 

The sheets are attached with clips; the wire mesh allows the positioning of the sheets on the whole structure, making it 

more versatile. 

The weights are attached to the mesh without any add-on: a few threads of the structure are truncated so as to turn 

them into “hooks”. 

We preferred to put different weights of minimum size, rather than one large and very visible, to lighten the structure 

visually. 

The lighting consists of two directional LED lights, programmed for different scenarios: 

Low affluence: a sensor turns on the light in presence of people. 

High affluence: the light stays on 

More modular structures can be composed to espose multiple sheets: 

if you compose coupled two modules, the structure can be placed in the center of the room; if it is composed of only 

one module, it can be placed close to a wall. 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 











FLAT SURFACE 

weight ~ 6,8 kg 

material: RECYCLED STAINLESS 

STEEL 

manifacturing process: 

EXTRUSION, ELECTROWELDING 

FOLDING 

disposal: OPEN-LOOP RECYCLE 

lifetime:10 years 

FLEXED SURFACE 

weight ~ 3,9 kg 

material: RECYCLED STAINLESS 

STEEL 

manifacturing process: 

EXTRUSION, ELECTROWELDING  

joining system: SNAP-BAND 

WITHOUT ADDITIONAL 

COMPONENTS (the sheet is in 

tension between the folds of the 

flat surface) 

disposal: OPEN-LOOP RECYCLE 

lifetime: 10 years 

 

 LED SPOTLIGHT WITH CLAMPS 

“JANSJO” 

weight ~ 0,6 Kg  

 materials: STEEL 

disposal: RECYCLE 

energy: 3W 

lifetime: 5 years 

 

WEIGHTS 

weight ~0,12 kg  

material: PVC 

manifacturing process: 

EXTRUSION 

disposal: OPEN-LOOP RECYCLE 

joining system: WITHOUT 

ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS  

lifetime: 5 years 

CLIP 

weight ~30g  

material: STEEL               

manifacturing process: 

MACHINING 

disposal: OPEN-LOOP RECYCLE 

lifetime: 5 years 

 

EXPLODED VIEW 



VERYFING IMPROVEMENT 



CALCULATING THE TOTAL IMPACT 

Compared to the original exibitor, Gridy reduced the impact on the environment by the 90%! 


